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you'll find a handful of icons on your phone by default. the coolest choices, though, come from the
huge range of icons you can discover and download on your own, generally without paying a dime.

search the android market for icon pack and you'll see pages upon pages of possibilities (pretty
much anything that has icon pack in its title will work). any icon pack you download will

automatically show up in folderorganizer's list. labelgenerator is a simple and powerful label maker
for android that requires no downloads, just open the labelgenerator.apk file on your android phone.

it allows you to add backgrounds and fonts to your labels, emboss text, change fonts, and add
custom icons. open and close the labelgenerator app, and the new labels will be automatically saved
to your device, ready to print. syncbackpro v8.3.5.0, syncbackse v8.0 (10th september 2017) fixed:
minor user interface fixes fixed (pro): with google drive and onedrive it may sometimes fail because

it wrongly assumes a folder on the cloud already exists fixed (pro): google drive fix a problem
introduced in last release when we stopped allowing files with no download url to be listed. now we
also allow files to be listed that only have export links such as google docs and sheets fixed (pro):

onedrive api change, better handling of resumable uploads fixed (pro): backblaze b2 connections not
using correct number of upload and download threads fixed (pro): google drive fix a problem

introduced in last release when we stopped allowing files with no download url to be listed. now we
also allow files to be listed that only have export links such as google docs and sheets fixed (pro):
onedrive fix a problem introduced in last release when we stopped allowing files with no download
url to be listed. now we also allow files to be listed that only have export links such as google docs

and sheets fixed (pro): backblaze b2 performance improvements
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syncbackpro v8.3.4.0, syncbackse v8.0 (7th
september 2017) fixed: minor user interface

fixes fixed (pro): with google drive and onedrive
it may sometimes fail because it wrongly

assumes a folder on the cloud already exists
fixed (pro): google drive fix a problem

introduced in last release when we stopped
allowing files with no download url to be listed.

now we also allow files to be listed that only
have export links such as google docs and

sheets fixed (pro): onedrive api change, better
handling of resumable uploads fixed (pro):
backblaze b2 connections not using correct

number of upload and download threads fixed
(pro): google drive fix a problem introduced in

last release when we stopped allowing files with
no download url to be listed. the installer has
been updated to version 8.7.21 (downgraded

from 8.22) new: extra changes to "open recent"
and "bookmark" options (see below) fixed:

incorrect size displayed for music files when
playing them through a file manager and/or

using the default windows program (realplayer)
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fixed: opening folder in a web browser produced
empty folders (issue #133) fixed: issue #138:

folder listings should be updated correctly when
resizing window. fixed: issue #139: number of
deleted items to be displayed in a folder fixed:

issue #140: listing folders in non-windows
systems (linux and mac) fixed: issue #141: file

menu is not displayed correctly with non-
windows systems (linux and mac) fixed: issue
#142: windows shortcut in context menu for
folders is not displayed correctly with non-

windows systems (linux and mac) fixed: issue
#143: very long paths displayed as too long in
list view when folder contains files with very

long paths fixed: issue #144: no progress
indication when copying a large number of files

fixed: files from external network shares are
now listed (linux) new: support for installers/files

with 3+ extensions (e.g. zip 3 or tar 3) new:
many types of archive are now managed includi
ng.zip,.tar,.tar.gz,.tgz,.xz,.bz2,.lz,.lzma,.z,.7z,.rar
,.r01,.r02,.r03,.r04,.r05,.r06,.r7z,.rpm,.deb,.apk,.
aab,.apkm,.apks new: support for.aab android
package format new: support for.apkm android

package format 5ec8ef588b
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